Geometry	Chapter 7
Lesson 7-2

Example 1  Similar Polygons
Determine whether each pair of figures is similar. Justify your answer.
a.	file_0.png
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	All  right angles are congruent, so Q  M.
Since mP = mL, P  L.
By the Third Angle Theorem, R  N.
Thus, all of the corresponding angles are congruent.
	Now determine whether corresponding sides are proportional.

Sides opposite 90° angle
NL,RP) =  or 1.15
Sides opposite 40° angle
MN,QR) =  or 1.15
Sides opposite 50° angle
ML,QP) =  or 1.15
	The ratios of the measures of the corresponding sides are equal, and the corresponding angles are 	congruent, so PQR ~ LMN.
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	Both rectangles have all right angles and right angles are congruent.
LM,PQ) =  and MN,QR) = , but LM,PQ) ≠ MN,QR) because  ≠ . The rectangles are not similar.


Example 2  Scale Factor
MOVIES  Special effects in movies are often created using miniature models. In a recent movie, a model jeep 31 inches long was created to look like a real 15-foot jeep. What is the ratio of the length of the model compared to the length of the real jeep?
Before finding the scale factor you must make sure that both measurements use the same unit 
of measure.
	15(12)	= 186 inches
		= 
		= 
The ratio comparing the two lengths is  or 1 : 6. Thus, the model is  the length of the real jeep.

Example 3  Proportional Parts and Scale Factor
The two polygons are similar.	file_4.png
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a.	Write a similarity statement.
Then find x, y and RQ.

	Use the congruent angles to write the 
corresponding vertices in order.
polygon ABCD ~ polygon QRST
Now write proportions to find x, and y.
To find x:
	AD,QT)	= 	Similarity proportion
		= x + 4)	file_6.unknown
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	8(x + 4)	= 24(10)	Cross products
	8x + 32	= 240	Multiply.
	8x	= 208	Subtract 32 from each side.
	x	= 26	Divide each side by 8.
To find y:
	AD,QT)	= DC,TS)	Similarity proportion
		= y)	file_7.unknown
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	8(y)	= 24(6)	Cross products
	8y	= 144	Multiply.
	y	= 18	Divide each side by 8.

RQ = x + 4, so RQ = 26 + 4 or 30.

b.	Find the scale factor of polygon ABCD to polygon QRST.
	The scale factor is the ratio of the lengths of two corresponding sides.
AD,QT) =  or  .


Example 4  Enlargement of a Figure
Triangle JKL is similar to PQR with a scale factor of . If the sides of JKL are 6, 12, and 15 inches, what are the lengths of the sides of PQR?
Write proportions for finding the side measures.
JKL	
	x)	= 
	24	= 3x
	8	= x
JKL	
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	48	= 3y
	16	= y
JKL	
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	60	= 3z
	20	= z
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The lengths of the sides of PQR are 8, 16, and 20 inches.

Example 5  Scale Factors on Maps
MAPS   The scale on the map of New Mexico is	file_10.png
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1 centimeter = 80 miles. The distance on the map 
across New Mexico from east to west through 
Albuquerque is 4.1 centimeters. How long would 
it take to drive across New Mexico if you drove 
at an average of 70 miles per hour?
Explore	Every 1 centimeter represents 80 miles. 
The distance across the map is 4.1 centimeters.

Plan	Create a proportion relating the measurements to the scale to find the distance in miles. Then use the formula d = rt to find the time.

Solve
centimeters  
	= x)
 x	= 328
  centimeters

miles  

  miles

	The distance across New Mexico is approximately 328 miles.
	d	= rt
	328	= 70t	d = 328 and r = 70
		= t	Divide each side by 70.
	4.7	 t	Simplify.

	It would take approximately 4.7 hours or about 4 hours and 41 minutes to drive across the state of New Mexico at an average of 70 miles per hour.

Examine	To determine whether the answer is reasonable, reexamine the scale. If 1 centimeter = 80 miles, then 4 centimeters = 320 miles. The map is about 4 centimeters wide, so the distance across New Mexico is about 320 miles. The answer is about 4.7 hours and at 70 miles per hour, the trip would be 329 miles. The two distances are close estimates, so the answer is reasonable.

